Author I Behaviorist I Life Coach I Emotional Intelligence Coach

Sexual Assault & Domestic Violence Survivor

Master the Personal Command Center that Empowers
Breakthroughs in Life, Career, and Relationships

She will deliver something that won’t just be powerful for that week;
but it will be powerful for the rest of time.
David Ralph, Host I Join Up Dots Podcast, United Kingdom
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Dr. Linda F. Williams
INSPIRATION I MOTIVATION I TRANSFORMATION

COACH
BEHAVIORIST
CONSULTANT

Inspire, motivate, entertain, and engage with Dr. Williams’ unique ability to
draw your audience to the edge of their seats as she takes them on the ride of
their lives. A transformative experience that goes far beyond closing comments.

Dr. Linda F. Williams is a nationally recognized
lifestyle and business expert. She is a behaviorist,
trained psychotherapist, certified coach, and a
motivational speaker.

DESTINY DISGUISED!

“I was a powerhouse in the boardroom while my
personal life crumbled on every conceivable level. I
was forced to face how I used my career success to
avoid facing the dysfunction that ruled my personal
life and relationships. Everything I ever accomplished
occurred in the middle of personal chaos.”

WHOSE APPLE IS IT, ANYWAY? EMPOWER PURPOSE TO ACHIEVE
YOUR GOD-ORDAINED DESTINY

After decades of abusive and toxic relationships,
stifled professional growth, and financial devastation,
she faced down and healed trauma from the
domestic violence, sexual assault, and divorce that
stood to sidetracked her life and career.

DECISION & DESTINY

She founded Whose Apple Dynamic Coaching and
Consulting Services to take revenge on a past she
couldn’t change. Now she takes others from pain to
power by revealing a Secret Command Center that
empowers breakthroughs in life, career, and
relationships.

Don’t let traumatic and hurtful life experiences shout down purpose and lock down destiny.
Calibrate focus as you rediscover your own Path of Purpose skillfully uncover deep seated destiny
destroying patterns in your life.

This is Emotional Intelligence for the Christian Leader. Based on the 2-prong battle strategy
presented in the best-selling book. Dr. Williams presents The FRUITS Philosophy and the APPLE
Inventory as she describes how emotional mind-fields take soulish root as the enemy targets the
soul with extreme prejudice.

Decision and Destiny connect in the hear-and-now. We never know when a decision is being
made at destiny's crossroads. Identify blind spots and root out counterproductive thought
patterns that block divine connections and realizing destiny.

TOO TRUE TO TELL: WHY WHAT WE DON’T SAY IS LEADING US DOWN
THE PATH OF STOLEN VISION

We all have stories. We have stories we don't tell, stories we half tell, and stories we've even
forgotten. But these stories become the scripts by which we live our live. Learn why what we don't
say is leading us down the path of stolen vision.

Dr. Williams knows, from experience, the courage it
takes to face down the past; and she is living proof
that, “A lifetime of change is empowered by a single
act of courage.”

We are still talking about your session and Keynote. They were riveting.
I am so excited about the transformation that will occur in the attendees’
We are still talking about your keynote and sessions.
lives. It's certainly impacted my husband and me.
Dr. Leelo Bush, PhD I PCCCA
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